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Abstract—Highly innovative technology startups and scale-
ups rely on launching disruptive products. Despite facing very
uncertain scenarios these companies rarely adopt ”formal” and
”sophisticated” risk analysis tools. There are challenges related
to engineering, user experience, and business models that make
it so that only a small percentage succeeds in the market [12].
The high risk, high return nature of these ventures makes it so
that any improvement in the low success rate can bring great
benefits, namely to investors and to the economy.

While there is a growing number of books and articles on how
to launch technological products [3][5] - there are few examples
in the literature aligned with these new ideas. When it comes
to product development risk there is a clear gap between what
is being adopted by the industry and what the academia has
already studied.

Bayesian Networks are a powerful technique to create visual
probabilistic models which can be used for multiple applications.

The employed methodology uses Unbabel, a Lisbon-based
technology scale-up, as a case study on how modern technol-
ogy companies think about product development risk. Through
expert interview 4 different bayesian networks are generated
to model and predict Feasibility, Usability, Value and Viability
Risks. Findings suggest that the method creates models that be-
have consistently under different scenarios and that are suitable
for many business applications such as decision making and risk
analysis. Furthermore, it is concluded that bayesian networks can
formalize industry practices and concepts, bringing academia and
business closer together.

Index Terms—Product Development Risk; Bayesian Networks;
Risk Management; Product Management; Innovation

I. INTRODUCTION

While there is a wide body of knowledge around Risk
Management, there is evidence [8] [7] that technology startups
and scale-ups 1 fail to adopt these practices in their businesses.
The key activity behind their success (or lack of) is the
development and launch of innovative products, which is a
highly uncertain endeavour with a low success rate. While
some methodologies are solidifying in the startup ecosystem
as product management ”best practices” 2 these concepts are
yet to be studied by academia. This lack of research opens
an opportunity to formalize modern product management

1Millers and Friesen [6] define a scale-up as a company that is going
through a growth phase. It already has some market success but is focused
on quickly scaling in terms of sales and resources

2Inspired [3] and Continuous Discovery Habits [5] describe ”How to create
tech products customers love” and how to ”Discover products that create
Customer and Business value” respectively

practices and explore how they can be combined with current
risk management methods.

This project is divided into 3 stages:
• Study of Product Management as adopted at Unbabel
• Generation of Bayesian Networks through expert opinion
• Evaluation of the Networks and discussion on the findings

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Unbabel
Unbabel combines state of the art Artificial Intelligence with

a global community of translators to provide a ”Translation
as a service” solution to modern enterprises. It combines
the advantages of Machine Translation (such as speed and
cost) with the expertise of native level speakers to provide a
high quality translation service up to the standards of modern
brands. It is a high growth, highly technological company that
is a great example of a scale-up looking to grow by launching
innovative products. Its organization is composed of teams
containing engineers, designers and product managers who are
responsible for designing, building and launching successful
products.

B. Critical Risks in Product
Similarly to other startups and scale-ups, Unbabel has

a product management function whose job is to ”combine
technology and design to solve real customer problems in
a way that meets the needs of the business”. This function,
originally found within the marketing organizational structure,
has developed in the past few decades to integrate the Research
and Development departments of technology companies.

While in the past companies had very long release cycles,
where it could take months or even years to go from idea
until product, software has enabled companies to continuously
develop and ship product. These faster cycles allow for an
approach that is based on smaller releases and increments
to the product, as the product managers (and product team)
quickly experiment with new ideas. This means that the teams
are continuously having to make decisions on where to invest
limited resources (usually developer hours) so that they get
the highest return on investment (customer value aligned with
the needs of the business).

In this context the concept of ”Product Discovery” 3 be-

3Product organizations commonly use the term Discovery (figuring out what
is the ”right product” to build) to distinguish from Delivery (building the
product).
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comes very important: decision makers are always trying
to ”ship the right product” which means minimizing 4 key
product risks:

• Feasibility - the risk of not being able to build the
product/feature

• Usability Risk - the risk of the user not understanding
how to use it

• Value Risk - the risk of not providing enough user value
so that he chooses to buy/use the solution

• Viability Risk - the risk of not generating revenue suffi-
ciently higher than the costs

These 4 concepts were formalized by Marty Cagan in his best-
seller ”Inspired” [3], which is one of the main frameworks
adopted at Unbabel by the product management function.

C. Bayesian Networks
A bayesian network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model

that is composed of nodes (corresponding to random variables)
and arcs (expressing conditional dependence). Bayesian net-
works use Bayesian inference to compute probability and are
particularly effective to represent problems in domains where
expert knowledge is probabilistic and easily modelled into a
network structure. Because of their characteristics BNs are a
viable method to perform risk analysis. They are particularly
suited to deal with very innovative projects because they do not
necessarily rely on a detailed data base - as they can calculate
probability by taking advantage of expert opinion.

Another advantage of bayesian networks is that they are
flexible in accepting inputs on the state of any node (vari-
able) while producing a new outcome. In other words, if we
correctly model the risk factors of a product and now know
the state of any variable - the network will update its output.
Finally, updating the conditional probabilities of a BN is a
simple task (given that the correct software is available) - so
they can be continuously improved as new data is available.

D. Bayesian Networks for Product Development Risk
Bayesian Networks have been successfully applied to model

and analyse the risk of launching new products [10] [9].
Some research has even been done to advance the conditional
probability generation [11] in this concept. While these devel-
opments advance the use of BNs for product application they
were not focused on highly technological software products
and use concepts that are now outdated in the industry. None
of the examples use a framework that is broad enough to
cover the risks across the different product related areas seen
at Unbabel - engineering, design and revenue. We propose
expanding on this research by combining BNs for product
development risk with the modern concepts outlined in II-B.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section it will be explained how to generate a
bayesian network from expert opinion. Figure 1 contains the
main steps that were followed.

Netica software, by Norsys, was used to build the bayesian
networks. It contains all the capabilities that are required to
build the acyclic graphs, input conditional probability tables
and perform several types of tests.

Fig. 1. Main Steps in the creation of a Bayesian Network

A. Conceptualize - Acyclic Graph

After a goal has been set the creation of the model continues
by identifying the structure of the network. In this step we are
building a visual representation of the concept by identifying
all the risk factors (represented through nodes) and the causal
relationships between them (represented by the arrows that
connect the nodes). In figure 7 Risk Factor A and B affect the
Risk Level (they are the ”parent nodes” of risk level.)

The first session with each expert started with an introduc-
tion to the goal of the project, bayesian networks (and its
”rules”) and by going over an example [11]. The interviewer
then guided the expert in first listing all risk factors and then
identifying the causal relationships between them. Finally,
the resulting structure was reviewed in a ”conversational
format” to find inconsistencies. This process was repeated
until the expert was satisfied that the model was an accurate
representation of how he thinks about risk.

Fig. 2. Simple example of a network structure

A virtual whiteboard tool was used to conduct this exercise
collaboratively with the expert.

B. Parameterize - Conditional Probability Tables

After all parent and child nodes and their relationships
have been mapped then conditional probability tables model
how the state of each node affects the others. This process is
done with the expert by presenting scenarios for each possible
parent state combination. This is, if a node C has two parent
nodes (A and B), all with two possible states (A1,A2 and B1,
B2 and C1, C2) - the expert will provided a judgement for
the state of node C under each possible combination (A1,B1
/ A2,B1 / A1,B2 / A2,B2). All these values were then input
into the Netica software.

Taking into consideration the number of scenarios that must
be estimated and the limited nature of the expert’s time - a
direct elicitation method was used. This is, the expert was
asked to directly produce the likelihood (in %) of a given
state given the state of the parent nodes.

The method was very practical to quickly generate the
conditional probability tables but it faced challenges when a
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Fig. 3. Simple example of a Conditional Probability Table where A and B
are parent nodes for node C

node had more than 3 parent nodes. A node with 4 parent
nodes already requires providing judgements on 16 different
possible scenarios - which the interviewees struggled to do.
Another simplification that was used was considering that all
nodes had only 2 possible states (usually High or Low). A
bayesian network approach would allow nodes to have many
mores states which could potentially generate more sensitive
and nuanced models - but it would also exponentially increase
the complexity of the elicitation process to a level that would
not be practical under most research conditions.

C. Evaluate - Sensitivity Analysis, Scenario Analysis, Stress
Testing

Netica provides the ability to perform a sensitivity analysis
on all or a few select nodes. It provides useful information by
automatically calculating the Mutual Info Score for each node
which is defined as the expected reduction in entropy of node
Q due to findings at node F. Another way to think about it
is as the reduction in uncertainty about one random variable
given knowledge of another - it quantifies the ”amount of
information” obtained about a random variable from observing
another random variable.

Defining H as Entropy and I as Mutual Information we can
calculate:

I(Q,F ) = H(Q)−H(Q|F ) (1)

I(Q,F ) =
∑
Q,F

PQF (Q,F ) log
PQF (Q,F )

PQ(Q)PF (F )
(2)

Where Q is the query variable and F the varying variable with
PQF (Q,F ) joint probability distribution. PQ(Q)PF (F ) are
the marginal probability distributions.

The results from 2 will come in bits so they have little intu-
itive meaning but they are useful for comparison purposes.We
can compare and see if the order of magnitude is as expected.
For example, if we expect Team to be much more important
than Time Frame for the feasibility of a project, then we expect
it to have a much higher score.

Scenario Analysis is a process in which the outcomes
and consequences of possible future conditions are studied.
Through it we can evaluate the model predictions under dif-
ferent probable scenarios and compare them against intuition
and logic. Stress testing is a related but different technique.
It focuses on assessing the consequences of extreme impact
(and low likelihood) events on the model. Each network was
submitted to a combination of both techniques in order to
assess its robustness and the results are discussed in section
V.

IV. MODELS

After outlining the 4 key product risk areas as defined
in the framework presented by Cagan [3] and adopted by
Unbabel (Feasibility, Usability, Value and Viability) 4 experts
were identified to provide judgments on each network. They
were chosen due to their expertise in the respective area:
an Engineering Manager for Feasibility, a Product Designer
for Usability, a Product Manager for Value and a Product
Marketing Manager for Viability.

A series of 2 to 5 one hour long interviews was required
with each expert to conclude the process outlined in III. Each
network was versioned as it was continuously iterated between
researcher and experts. So that Feasibility 2.0 represents a
major iteration on network Feasibility 1.0 and Feasibility 2.1
represents a minor iteration on Feasibility 2.0.

A. Feasibility

”Can we build it?” - this is the question Marty Cagan asks
when evaluating Feasibility risk for a product. He goes on
to elaborate in his book, Inspired[3], that engineers have to
consider a number of questions when trying to come up with
an answer, such as evaluating the team knowledge and skills,
auditing the architecture of the product, understanding the full
requirements and scope, and many more.

It is not worth investing resources into starting to build a
product that will not be completed. While in some scenarios it
is instantly obvious that something is not achievable because
the technology does not exist or the team does not have the
capability in most cases expert opinion is required to predict
an uncertain outcome. This prediction from the expert will
be useful to negotiate with leadership and decide if a project
should be pursued or not.

Fig. 4. Feasibility Network version 2.1

We can see from image 4 that the expert identified three
main components that affect the probability of the product
being built in due time - the team, the technical challenge and
the time frame they have to work with. These are not surprising
risk factors but it is interesting to understand which, in the
opinion of the expert, has the highest impact on the feasibility
risk.

We can measure this through the Mutual Info Score defined
in 2 which are automatically calculated by Netica from the
Conditional Probability Tables. Looking at table I we have
that team is the most important factor by a large margin while
time frame and technical challenge have a similar impact. It
can be surprising to see that technical challenge ranks last -
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TABLE I
MUTUAL INFO SCORES FOR MAIN FEASIBILITY NODES

Node Mutual Info Score (I)
Team 0.08267
Time Frame 0.04786
Technical Challenge 0.03728

but this is most likely due to the past experience of the expert
and the typology of the product he works with. An expert
that works with complex infrastructure or artificial intelligence
technology stacks might rank technical challenge higher but
the interviewee works mostly with a visual interface product
where there is less variability on the technologies that need to
be used.

Finally it is interesting to note that under a full middle-
term uncertainty 4 scenario the expert expects the product to
be feasible 67.9% of the time. This reveals some inherent
optimism by the expert - which, when compared to the
typical delivery completion ratios for technology companies, is
actually consistent with historical behaviour (industry experts
[13] recommend aiming for a 70% completion ratio on goals).

B. Usability

”Can the user figure out how to use it?” - is a crucial
question to ask when assessing if a product will be success-
ful, as outlined in the book Inspired [3]. Usability is often
overlooked when compared to Value or Feasibility due to
its more subjective nature but the success of many digital
products over their competition can be explained, not by better
functionality or engineering, but by easier and more pleasant
user experiences. It can be argued that Apple, one of the largest
and most successful companies in the world at the time of
writing, is best known for its design excellence (even over
technological superiority).

A highly usable product will help the customer learn about
the domain, navigate functionalities, self-serve on value and
prevent him from giving up on the product. A Product De-
signer, whose job is to minimize the usability risk, was selected
to be interviewed, results can be seen in figure 5.

Fig. 5. Usability Network version 2.0

The expert started by giving examples of scenarios where
the risk increased - for example if a product was designed

4Middle-Term Uncertainty happens when all the parentless nodes of the
network have 50% chance of being in either state (consider that team is either
weak or strong, both with 50% probability). It is the ”default state” of the
network if the decision maker has absolutely no knowledge over the state of
any factor.

TABLE II
MUTUAL INFO SCORES FOR MAIN USABILITY NODES

Node Mutual Info Score (I)
Discovery Risk 0.119
Team Ability 0.043
Domain Complexity 0.014
User Risk 0.012

with a young user in mind but was actually being picked up
by an elder person. This scenario was then broken down into
two separate risks: the poor identification of the user (which
is included in Discovery risk) and the different usability needs
that come from different personas (young vs elder user, sur-
faced under the User risk). Discovery is a ”term” that is very
commonly found in product organizations, particularly related
to Product Designers and Product Managers. It represents all
the work that needs to be done to ”discover” what is the
right product that should be built, in opposition with delivery
which is the work to build what was decided (mostly owned
by engineers).

The other important factors are then team and domain
complexity. The latter factor is best explained through an
example: Neurosurgery is a highly complex domain while
transportation from one place to another is a simple domain.
The first domain has a myriad of different possible scenarios
and requires a very specific knowledge that few people in the
world have. Transportation - which is currently being solved
by Uber - is a task that most people in the world have to
accomplish on a frequent basis and doesn’t involve many
degrees of freedom (a user can choose a pick-up and a drop-off
location, not much more).

From II we have that Discovery Risk is likely the most
important factor for the expert. This finding is consistent with
the intuition from the expert who said (quoting) : ”In any
scenario where the Discovery Risk is high it will always be
very likely (above 80%) that there is a high Usability Risk.
Because if you don’t have a strong understanding of what
you’re trying to solve - you’ll most likely not arrive at a usable
product”. This is also consistent with field observations at Un-
babel where discovery is mostly led by Product Designers and
Product Managers - who deeply value a sound understanding
of the problem and user.

Team still ranks significantly higher than Domain Com-
plexity - while it can be explained that an expert design can
quickly acquire domain knowledge or can compensate through
research skills - it is also likely that there is some confirmation
or motivational bias from the expert. Given that an expert
designer is being interviewed - it is normal that they might
value their own skills (design) over domain knowledge skills.

User Risk has the lower Mutual Info score - which can be
due to historical reasons (Unbabel does not sell a consumer
product with millions of users - so it is less likely to find
accessibility needs amongst its users.)

C. Value

”Will the customer buy, or choose to use, this product?” - is
how Cagan [3] evaluates if a product has value. It is important
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to define that Value within the Product industry is centered
around the user. It is not the financial value that the company
is able to generate but rather the benefit that a customer gets
by using a product to satisfy their needs, minus the costs (or
effort). The business (financial) value that a company is able
to extract from users is further explored under the definition
of Viability IV-D.

Value is, at the same time, most likely the easiest risk to
understand and recognize but one of the hardest to measure.
There are very specific scenarios in which one could precisely
quantify the value a product brings: when talking about
advertising technology - we could use the revenue generated
as a key indicator. But this is not the reality for most products.
Many either don’t directly affect revenue/costs and/or also
have other unquantifiable effects.

Fig. 6. Value Network version 2.1

Users cares about a product not just because of its main
features but also because it helps them achieve different ”jobs”.
These jobs can be the core functional job (Google Maps helps
decide what is the best trajectory from A to B) but also related
jobs (Google Maps helps find parking spots) or even social and
emotional jobs. All of these factors play a role in the customer
decision of moving into a new product - there is a magnetism
pushing towards the new solution but a force pulling to stay
in the current habit. All of these concepts were popularized
by Christensen[14] and the ”Jobs to be done” theory.

Fig. 7. Forces pushing into and pulling away the user from adopting a new
product. A valuable new product will have a higher push than pull force.

The interviewee is aligned with this framework as he
outlines the willingness to change from the user as a very
important factor to understand the value of the product. This
factor is broken down into two factors - the habit of the present
(pulling) and the magnetism of the new solution (pushing).
Looking at examples: people were used to opening bank
accounts in-person with an specific account manager in an
office, the habit of the present slowed down their adoption
of bank apps (even if they are more convenient); on the

other hand, Spotify’s approach to music streaming was so
different and innovative at instantly putting ”millions of songs”
available that users were eager to move away from locally
stored files.

Another particularly interesting insight is the identification
of the ”Reference Customers”. These are defined as early ”real
customers” (with no hidden motivations) that are willing to run
a product in production and both make some sort of investment
(monetary or in time) and willing to tell others how much
they love the product. An analysis of the logic behind the
causal relationships of the Reference Customer node reveals
that it causes neither Demand nor Willingness to Change. It
is actually the reverse - if there is a high demand and a lot
of willingness to change then it will be easy to recruit people
as reference customers. This is actually a ”symptom” node,
a signal, that updates our confidence on the state of Demand
and Willingness to Change. This relationship is represented
by the direction of the arrows (which point towards Reference
Customers) and by the different coloring of the node. Note
that within all the networks this is the only ”symptom” node -
most likely because the interview script and elicitation method
were not structured to find them. It is an interesting area to
further explore in future work VII-B.

Finally, it is important to note how the ”optimism” of this
network is so different from the feasibility - the expert actually
expects the product to provide little value more than 70%
of the time. Once again it is useful to revisit the nature
and history of the expert - he is an experienced executive
in the ”innovation space” (disruptive rather than iterative
improvements) - where a higher failure rate is expected. The
motto ”If less than 50% of the products fail, we are not being
ambitious enough” is common amongst the team he leads.
This historical factor and the different nature of feasibility and
value might explain the discrepancy between the optimism of
the networks.

D. Viability
”Does this solution work for our business?” Assessing via-

bility means understanding if a business is able to sustainably
make a profit out of a product. It includes considerations on the
costs of producing, marketing and selling the product which
also relates to how the product fits into the overall brand,
strategy and positioning.

There are components to business viability that are well
suited for objective, quantitative study - such as the cost of
manufacture and the retail price. The profit or break-even point
for a given product can be objectively calculated using data
analysis tools such as Microsoft Excel when given the price
and cost functions. We will not focus on these components of
business viability because a bayesian network approach is not
particularly well suited for factors that are not uncertain. We
will instead focus on the components that affect the business
viability risk but that are harder to measure, evaluate and
are inherently uncertain. These also relate to how a product
affects the business viability of the entire organization and not
just ”within the product itself”. A viable product should not
cannibalize other products, ”dilute” the brand or confuse the
customers through an inconsistent offering.
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Fig. 8. Viability Network version 2.1

Looking at Unbabel - which delivers translations - the
infrastructure (such as web servers and GPUs for Machine
Learning applications) and translator costs are relatively easy
to predict as they will be directly proportional to the num-
ber of translations delivered. Marketing and sales (customer
acquisition) costs, on the other hand, are very hard to predict
and will highly change depending on a number of product and
market components. It is in the latter type of factors, which
can account for a large percentage of the Cost of Good Sold,
that we will focus our study.

As such we can see that Viability in figure 8 is directly
impacted by the size of the addressable market, the operating
margin and the acquisition return on investment (ROI) - but
only the latter was the focus of deeper analysis. This is to
avoid creating a network that is too complex and to center
the model around the factors that are best suited for modeling
through a bayesian network approach.

Further exploring the acquisition ROI we can see that while
two other factors have a direct impact (characteristics of the
market and of the go-to-market team), the product is by far
the most important. This is quantified through the Mutual Info
Score when calculated locally for the Acquisition ROI node
and its three parent nodes (table III) - product has a score that
is more than 3 times higher than market or team.

TABLE III
MUTUAL INFO SCORES LOCALLY CALCULATED FOR THE ACQUISITION

ROI PARENT NODES

Node Mutual Info Score (I)
Product 0.177
Market 0.053
Team 0.032

An insight from the interview process is that viability was
more challenging to model than the other three critical product
risks. More hours were needed to arrive at a model that was
easy to understand - and even then a decision had to be made
to just prioritise and model acquisition return on investment.

It is important to highlight that the overlap between the
definition of Product Market Fit and Product Value IV-C is
significant, particularly in the fact that both identify similar
factors such as demand (addressable market), willingness to
change (pain) and differentiation. It makes sense that it is much
easier to drive a customer to acquire a product that clearly
provides value than otherwise. From the insights coming from
the experts it can be stated that a Product has achieved Market
Fit if it provides Value (by solving a strong and persistent

pain in a differentiated way) and has a clear messaging and
positioning (”is made available in a clear and accessible
way”). From this we can conclude that there is no conditional
independence between the 4 critical risks in product - and
exploring their relationships is an area for further research
VII-B.

V. SCENARIO ANALYSIS AND STRESS TESTING

Scenario Analysis and Stress Testing are powerful tech-
niques to understand if a model is behaving as expected or to
find any inconsistencies with logical reasoning. In this section
each of the 4 networks will be submitted to 5 different ”sce-
narios” (either under probable or extreme/stressful conditions)
and the results will be summarized in table IV using the
following useful concepts:

• ”Parentless node” - A node is parentless when there
are no other nodes ”pointing to it”, it means that we
cannot infer its state unless some knowledge is input
into the network. Parentless nodes are all conditionally
independent from each other. Examples from figure 4 are
Team Focus, Technology Similarity or Time Frame (note
how knowing if a team is focused provides no knowledge
over how similar the technology will be).

• Feasibility (Usability/Value/Viability) Risk Level - It is
defined as the probability of the Feasibility (Usabil-
ity/Value/Viability) risk being high under the scenario. It
can be thought of as a measure of how likely the product
or feature is to fail under that specific area. If a scenario
risk level is higher then it means there is a higher risk of
it not being Feasible (Usable/Valuable/Viable).

• Risk Delta - It is the difference between the scenario
risk level and middle-term uncertainty risk level. This is
a measure of how much the inputs will affect the risk
of the scenario (compared to the default state of middle-
term uncertainty for all parentless nodes). A high risk
delta means that the node(s) that were changed have a
very large impact on the network.

Fig. 9. Illustration of the scenario risk level (56.7%), middle-term uncertainty
risk level (39.3%), and risk delta (17.4%) when Team node was changed to
”Weak” state in the feasibility network

All scenarios will start from full middle-term uncertainty 4
but one (or more) node(s) will be selected to change to 100%
probability of being in one state. To make sure that results are
as meaningful as possible for the limited number of tests - the
nodes will be selected according to their estimated variability
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5, sensitivity to findings 6 and ”uniqueness” 7.

A. Feasibility

It is interesting to note how the model behaves in a very
similar way between having a Weak Team or a High Technical
challenge - the risk delta is of 17% and feasibility risk
approaches 50%. This ”balanced trade-off” between team and
challenge is confirmed in scenario F.4 where we can see that
the risk delta is less than 5% if we challenge a Strong Team
with a High Technical Challenge. We can conclude that for
the expert that the risk level can be maintained as long as the
ability of the team increases proportionally with the difficulty
of the challenge.

B. Usability

Under scenario U.1 the importance of Discovery work
becomes instantly clear. If this risk is high then Usability Risk
Level gets close to 90%. We conclude that it is crucial to
research the user and problem before committing to delivery
- or there is a huge risk that the customer will not be able to
use the product effectively. Scenario U.4 has a risk delta of
almost 0% which means that designing for a highly digital,
capable and expert user in a very complex domain represents
approximately the same level of challenge as designing under
a fully uncertain scenario.

C. Value

The instant conclusion we take from the Value Scenarios
is that it is not worth investing in a product when there is
no demand - which is consistent with any logical reasoning.
Scenario V.2 is slightly more surprising because one could ex-
pect the competition to have a huge impact on risk level (how
many companies were driven to failure by competitors?) - but,
similarly to what was discussed in the previous section, this
might be explained by the expert’s optimism and availability
bias - his experience is focused on highly innovative products
which are usually highly differentiated and more resilient to
competitive pressures.

One of the factors we are trying to evaluate when running
discovery work is whether there is Willingness to Change from
users. Being certain that they are, in fact, willing to change
reduces the risk to almost 50% - doing discovery work is a
great investment as was concluded in the Usability Scenarios.

Understanding if it is easy to recruit reference customers is
one of the ”least expensive” data points a company can capture
(a landing page and a mailing list could accomplish results)
while still providing a lot of information on the value risk
level. We can see that if they are easy to recruit there is a risk

5Variability refers to how spread out a set of data is. The higher the
variability the more important it is to study extreme events as they are more
likely to happen

6Sensitivity to Findings studies how the uncertainty in the output of a model
can be attributed to different inputs of a model. In this project it is measured
through the Mutual Info score

7”Uniqueness” will be informally used by the author to identify causal
factors that are less frequently found in the literature. Discovery Risk, for
example, was often mentioned in the interviews but is rarely found in
publications

delta of -14% - which will be very useful to make a decision.
As such, it is probably a good investment of time to try to
recruit reference customers before deciding on a product.

D. Viability

From Vi.2 a product that targets a small addressable market
will fail to become viable more than 4 out of 5 times. This
judgment is consistent with logical reasoning because software
development is typically tied to large fixed costs and small
variable costs. This ”cost profile” greatly benefit from scale,
which is not possible if the addressable market is small.

It is interesting to note how in scenario Vi.3 (when the
Acquisition ROI node is set to 100% probability being good)
the risk of the product not working for the business goes down
very significantly - almost 25%. When this happens it means
that the costs of acquisition are significantly smaller than
the Lifetime Value of the customer. While this might be an
unexpectedly high risk delta might (it leads to questioning the
impact of the other type of cost - service/operation) the expert
explained that acquisition is typically harder to solve (and
riskier) because it depends on many uncertain external factors.
The operating margin, on the other hand, will usually improve
with growth because software costs do not scale proportionally
with revenue.

E. Conclusions on Scenario Analysis and Stress Testing

While some specific scenarios present risk deltas that are
higher or smaller than what would be intuitive - these dif-
ferences are almost always explained by the nature of the
expert. Through the different tests all of the networks display
a consistent behaviour that is aligned with the experts beliefs
that were communicated during the interviews.

It should also be acknowledged that, particularly due to
the direct elicitation method that was used, this project is
exposed to availability 8, representativeness9, anchoring10,
motivational11 and confirmation biases12.

VI. APPLICATIONS

This project approaches an area that is mostly unstudied
by the academia - ”modern” technology product management
practices. As such, there are still a number of possible ap-
plications particularly due to the flexible nature of bayesian
networks. As visual probabilistic models they can be very
easily shared, changed over time and applied in different
business contexts. Some possible applications are:

8estimation of a probability will be impacted by how easily the expert can
retrieve similar event

9estimation of a probability is made based on similarities within a group.
It can bias the expert into not taking into account sample size

10estimation of a probability is highly impacted (anchored) on the first
assessment that is made. Providing a random number as an example during
the interview can influence the interviewee to provide judgments within the
same order of magnitude - even when there is no logical reason to do so

11happens when there is a (usually hidden) incentive for the expert to
provide a given assessment.

12illustrates a tendency from people to favor information that already
confirms their beliefs - might affect the interviewer
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TABLE IV
RISK SCENARIOS FOR ALL NETWORKS

Scenario (input)
id Node(s) State Risk Level Risk Delta

Feasibility Scenarios
F Feasibility Middle-Term Uncertainty 32.1% /
F.1 Team 100% Weak 48.8% +16.7%
F.2 Technical Challenge 100% High 49.1% +17%
F.3 Time Frame 100% Long 20.2% -11.9%
F.4 Technical Challenge and Team 100% High and 100% Strong 30% -2.1%
F.5 Time Frame and Technology 100% Short and 100% Available 41% +8.9%

Usability Scenarios
U Usability Middle-Term Uncertainty 71.8% /
U.1 Discovery Risk 100% High 87.9% +15.2%
U.2 User Risk 100% High 78.4% +5.7%
U.3 Team 100% Incapable 84.4% +11.7%
U.4 Domain and User Risk 100% Complex and 100% High 73.4% +0.7%

U.5 Discovery and User Risk
and Team

100% Low and 100% Low
and 100% Capable 17.1% -54.7%

Value Scenarios
V Value Middle-Term Uncertainty 69.8% /
V.1 Demand 100% Low 91% +21.2%
V.2 Competition Level 100% High 74.8% +5%
V.3 Willingness to Change 100% Willing 54.8% -15%
V.4 Reference Customers 100% Easy to Recruit 56.1% -13.7%

V.5 Habit of the Present and
Magnetism of the new solution

100% Strong and
100% High 71.8% +2%

Viability Scenarios
Vi Viability Middle-Term Uncertainty 61.7% /
Vi.1 Product 100% Market-Fit 68.4% +6.7%
Vi.2 Addressable Market 100% Small 83.7% +22%
Vi.3 Acquisition ROI 100% Good 37.5% -24.2%

Vi.4 Addressable Market and
Operating Margin

100% Small and
100% Good 78.7% +17%

Vi.5 Addressable Market (size) and
Market Characteristics

100% Large and
100% Hard 46.1% -15.6%

• Explaining how product professionals make decisions -
Some frameworks, such as the one presented by Cagan
[3], have been widely adopted in the industry. These
concepts are still to be picked up and adopted by the
academia - which is an important step in finding more
business applications for research.

• Predicting risk under specific product areas - Each of
the 4 network outputs a prediction on the probability of
the product succeeding or failing under each key area.
A decision maker could simulate different scenarios (we
can imagine different team-feature allocations) to find the
combination with the minimum risk level.

• Customized decision making tools that evolve over time
- Bayesian networks are represented as a group of nodes
with causal relationships and conditional probability ta-
bles that dictate their behaviour. Networks from this
project can be used as templates and easily adapted
to different professionals, industries and frameworks.
As they apply and learn users can then easily change
specific sections of the models to increase accuracy and
robustness.

• Assessing product related investments - The Mutual Info
Score 13 can be used as an indicator of which knowledge
provides the most confidence in the success of a product.
For example, it can be used to decide whether or not it is

13Mutual Info (I) - defined as the expected reduction in entropy of node Q
due to findings at node F

worth investing in paying a given amount to run a market
study to acquire knowledge over the node ”Addressable
Market”.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A. Conclusions

The goal of this project was to formalize modern product
industry concepts by leveraging a bayesian network approach.
Through direct elicitation to experts 4 different models were
successfully built. These networks withstand scenario anal-
ysis and stress testing, behaving consistently with logical
reasoning the majority of the time. While there are still
many improvements to be made, we propose that bayesian
networks have multiple potential business applications within
product development such as risk analysis, prediction, and as
a decision making tool that is easily customized. This is a
robust approach to modeling scenarios under uncertain and
unstructured domains.

B. Future Work

There are multiple possible paths as follow-up work to
this project particularly related to testing the method under
different scenarios, increasing the robustness of the models
and expanding into new applications:

• ”Universal” product risk network - by combining the 4
risk areas into one model it would be possible to represent
all risk factors under a ”unified” model. This network
could provide a ”risk score” for a product launch.

• Exploring other elicitation methods - Direct elicitation
was used because it is the fastest method to generate
conditional probabilities. Consistency could be increased
while mitigating biases by adapting methods such as the
one seen in the MACBETH software [1] or AHP Method
[2].

• Expanding on ”symptom nodes” - Medical diagnos-
tic applications of bayesian networks commonly model
symptons as nodes to help disease detection. Different
business indicators (such as reference customers) can be
modelled and used to increase the ”knowledge” of the
network in an efficient way.

• Conditional Probability Generation through historical
data - Netica software has the ability to generate bayesian
networks from case data. An organization with enough
structured data could ”allow” the software to find all the
nodes, causal relationships and conditional probabilities
and only fine-tune the results.
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